02

WE ARE KOMPERDELL
EVER SINCE OUR COMPANY HAS BEEN FOUNDED – 90 YEARS AGO – 100 % OF ALL KOMPERDELL POLES HAVE BEEN PRODUCED IN AUSTRIA.
THIS GUARANTEES TOP QUALITY AS WELL AS CONSISTENCY.

91
91
200 200
200
M 200
1.00

EVER SINCE 1922 WE HAVE BEEN AUSTRIA’S
NR.1 POLE BRAND
★

F

OR

NEW for the coming season: we offer you a 3-year warranty repair – service – free
of charge - for all KOMPERDELL TREKKING & TOURING TELESKOPIC POLES.

91

YEARS

WE HAVE FOCUSED ON BEING A TRUSTWORTHY PARTNER FOR YOU.

THAN

ORE

MEMBERS OF OUR TEAM

WE ARE THE NR.1 WHERE PROTECTORS ARE CONCERNED
★

We are leading in the field of protectors. Innovative technologies, new constructions – like our
brand-new Ballistic Airshock FLEX vest – set new standards.

★

Since years we are setting trends - often copied, never reached!

★

We are serial test winners of multiple tests!

WORK HARD, STRIVE FOR NEW IDEAS
AND TECHNOLOGIES IN ORDER TO INCREASE THE COMFORT AND QUALITY
OF OUR PRODUCTS FOR YOU.

MORE THAN

1.000.000 9

© Zlu Haller

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

THE WORLD’S 1 SEAMLESS GLOVES
st

★

PROVE US TO BE RIGHT.

A fantastic sports glove – without any frills – but an extra warm lining.
The seamless bonding manufacturing of the product makes it a success story.
WE ARE AUSTRIA’S
POLE BRAND

FUNCTIONAL SPORTS UNDERWEAR
★

RACING
04-15

FREERIDE
16-19

ALPINE
20-33

Best materials made of modern hi-tech fibers with RAPID-DRY FUNCTION
guarantee ultimate comfort, they are warm and soft, they regulate humidity and
neutralize odours.

NORDIC XC
34-37

TOURING
38-47

TREKKING
48-59

WALKING
60-65

1
Nr.200

E
MAD
IN A
TRI
S
U
A

PROTECTORS
66-83

GLOVES & MORE
84-91

UNDERWEAR
92-95

ACCESSORIES
96-103

04

YOUR 3rd SKI
It’s supposed to function
– besides protecting the
skiers hands – as a
means to support the
gliding on the slope and
the chamfered edges
make it easier.

Marcel HIRSCHER
HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

100 % F200+ CARBON
extremely resilient – up to 440 lbs.

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON SLALOM
WORLDCUP
STYLE

PUNCH COVER
WORLDCUP
thanks to ergonomic shape right/left
- optimal thumb protection
- fast skidding down the gates due to rails
- perfect for the modern racing style

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

BENT

BENT

CARBON

CARBON

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON SLALOM

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON GS 12,3

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON GS

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON SUPER-G

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ technical grip with rubber and
punch cover world cup style
★ race strap
★ 100 % carbon, Ø 12,3 mm
★ mini race basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ race grip Duplo
★ race strap
★ 100 % carbon, Ø 12,3 mm
★ downhill basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 120 - 140 cm
features:
★ race grip Duplo
★ race strap
★ 100 % carbon bent
★ Ø 16/10 mm
★ downhill basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 120 - 140 cm
features:
★ race grip Duplo
★ race strap
★ 100 % carbon bent
★ Ø 16/10 mm
★ downhill basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

art. # 147 32 51-48

art. # 147 32 54-48

art. # 148 10 54-48

art. # 148 10 52-48

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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Anna FENNINGER

THE

BRAND
OF WINNERS

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

MORE THAN 200 ATHLETES TRUST
KOMPERDELL POLES – AND WIN WITH THEM

NATIONALTEAM
F200+ RACE

100 % CARBON
extremely stiff, resilient up to 440lbs.
& extra light

100 % HANDMADE

The poles are exactly cut
fitting the athlete and grips
are mounted.

› 200 kg

BREAKAGE
Adjusting and fitting of the
strap and the punch cover
by hand.

The pole is individually bent
by hand and is adjusted to
the athlete.

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NATIONALTEAM
F200+ RACE

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON JUNIOR

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ race grip Duplo
★ race strap
★ 100 % carbon F200+
★ Ø 16/9 mm
★ mini race basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ race grip Duplo
★ race strap
★ carbon
★ Ø 13/9 mm
★ mini race basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 80 - 110 cm
features:
★ rubber race grip
★ race strap Junior
★ carbon
★ Ø 13/9 mm
★ mini race basket
★ flex steel tip

art. # 148 42 01-48

art. # 146 42 01-48

art. # 146 42 02-48

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES

08

RACING GRIP DUPLO

HIGH-DENSITY
ALUMINIUM 7075-T6

It was developed together with our ath19 mm, elaborately and repeatedly
letes in order to guarantee them the per- treated high-density aluminium tube, for
fect transmission of energy at the start. a long time proven and extremely stiff.

Tina MAZE

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

NATIONALTEAM
PROFI 19 MM

RACING

NATIONALTEAM
PROFI 19 MM

NATIONALTEAM
SUPER-G

NATIONALTEAM
18 MM

NATIONALTEAM
SUPER-G JUNIOR

NATIONALTEAM
JUNIOR

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ rubber race grip
★ race strap
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 19 mm
★ mini race basket
★ tungsten/carbide tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ rubber race grip
★ race strap
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 18 mm, bent
★ downhill basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ rubber race grip
★ race strap
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 18 mm
★ mini race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 80 - 110 cm
features:
★ structure grip PE
★ race strap Junior
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm, bent
★ downhill basket
★ flex steel tip

sizes: 80 - 110 cm
features:
★ structure grip PE
★ standard Race strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ mini race basket
★ steel tip

art. # 144 42 01-48

art. # 134 42 02-48

art. # 134 42 01-48

art. # 221 42 02-48

art. # 221 42 01-48

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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1
2
3
4
FIN

HOW TO APPLY THERMO-MOLDING:
★

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

THERMOFORM

PROTECTION NEW

The shinguards are made of a material which can be molded under
heat and will adapt perfectly to the individual contour of the leg,
the result is a perfect fit.
★ You put on the shinguard, heat it with a blow-drier then secure it firmly to
your leg e.g. with a tape and let it cool off.
★ The advantages are: 100 % fit, no pressure marks, better control and excellent
transmission of power.

THERMOFORM
SHINGUARD

SHINGUARD
PROFI WORLD CUP ADULT

SHINGUARD
PROFI WORLD CUP JUNIOR

ELBOW PROTECTION
WORLD CUP ADULT

ELBOW PROTECTION
WORLD CUP JUNIOR

★ Our thermo-molding technology allows us to
individually customize the new KOMPERDELL
shinguard to each racer.

★ for the ambitious racer

★ for junior racers

★ for the ambitious racer

★ for junior racers

art. # 747-48

art. # 151-48

art. # 130-48

art. # 129-48

art. # 6429-48

THERMOFORM
ELBOW PROTECTION
★ Thermo-molding technology does the same for
the elbow protectors of every athlete.
★ without ill.

PUNCH COVER
WORLDCUP

art. # 6430-48

156-48

PUNCH COVER
PROFI

PUNCH COVER
BIG

PUNCH COVER
SMALL

DEVELOPED

158-02

153-02

152-02

WITH & FOR
OUR ATHLETES

158-48

153-48

152-48

to touch the slope
and slide on it

IDEAL FOR
SHOP PRESENTATION
Shinguards and punch covers
are delivered in boxes.

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

features:
★ the new form of our punch cover with its chamfered top and sides - is ideal for
supporting and sliding on the slope, as practised
in modern racing style
★ smaller central part with guard-rails
★ best sliding along the slalom poles
★ best protections of thumbs
★ new left-hand/right-hand shape
★ can be adjusted to smaller hands
★ easy to mount

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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SPEED
SLOPES

MORE
ON THE

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

PROTECTOR RACE
SUIT

PROTECTOR POCKET

LOGO PRINT

the protector CrossIV is available
separately to be inserted into the
back-pocket of the racing suit

Especially useful for ski clubs.
Individual logo print possible with
hot transfer treatment.
Price on request.

REINFORCEMENTS
integrated on the shoulders, the arms, at hips
and thighs, they guarantee perfect shock
absorption from the race-gates

PROTECTOR INSERT
Optional separately for the
integrated protector pocket.
available also for

JUNIORS
available also for

SIZING FOR JUNIORS

JUNIORS

height unisex

SIZING FOR JUNIORS
height unisex
XS

6 years

152

S
M
L

8 years
10 years
12 years

164
176

XL
XXL

14 years
16 years

116
128
140

RACING

age

PROTECTOR
RACE SUIT

PROTECTOR
2-PIECE RACE SUIT

sizes: Adult: XS - XXL ·
Junior: XS - XXL
features:
★ with integrated pocket at the back to insert the protector if
you like protector CrossIV can be ordered seperately at a surcharge
★ special racing material
★ elastic and breathable
★ perfect protection of shoulders and arms
★ integrated hip- and thigh protection on the sides
★ preshaped cut – adapted to the
racing position
★ thumb-loops
★ front zip
★ also for juniors

sizes: Adult: XS - XXL ·
Junior: XS - XXL
features:
★ 2-piece race suit: jacket with race-pants
★ special racing material
★ elastic and breathable
★ the jacket guarantees perfect protection of
shoulders and arms, with thumb-loops
and front zip
★ racing pants with integrated shock-protection
of hips and thighs, preshaped cut – adapted to
racing position
★ also for juniors

Adults art. # 6179-208 · Junior art. # 6180-208
Protector insert art. # 639-999

Adults art. # 6181-208
Junior art. # 6182-208

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

age

XS

6 years

152

S
M
L

8 years
10 years
12 years

164
176

XL
XXL

14 years
16 years

116
128
140

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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VARIABLE
KIDNEY BELT
The 1st kidney belt that can be
adjusted to the length of the back.

THE INTELLIGENT STRAP CONCEPT
HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

FIS APPROVED
PROTECTOR PACK

★ this special button allows for the shoulder strap to turn and adjust

individually to any body
★ the kidney belt is adjustable and removable – thanks to a

lengthened velcro fixture

OPTIMAL PROTECTION AT A

SLALOM RACE

FIS APPROVED
PROTECTOR PACK

PROTECTOR
RACE MONO

PROTECTOR
RACE CRASH PANT

PROTECTOR
RACE SHIRT

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ CrossIV protector insert, CE-approved 1621-2
★ body-shaped back part
★ ergonomically shaped, wide kidney-belt
★ NEW: 2 different options for adjusting
1 for racing and 1 for training

sizes: XS - XL
features:
★ with integrated protector pocket at the
back protector CrosIV can be ordered
at a surcharge
★ soft & safe protector inserts on
hips and thighs
★ X-large armhole for freedom
of movement
★ special cut for a perfect fit
★ 2-way zip

sizes: XS - XL
features:
★ optimal to slip over a thin race-suit
★ the material is windproof, soft-shell
★ end-to-end zip for easy
putting on
★ additional protection from
impact, made of foam material
★ attached suspenders

sizes: XS - XL
features:
★ optimal breathability, comfortable to wear
★ body-shape cut
★ multilayer protectors made of
dual-density foam
★ perfect protection of shoulders, shoulderblades and arms
★ the shape of the back allows to wear the
FIS protector-pack over it

art. # 6157-02
protector insert art. # 639-999

art. # 6156-02

art. # 6155-02

art. # 6183-208

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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GET MORE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY

GRIP WHICH DOES
NOT NEED A STRAP

© Florian Albert

THE

TITANAL .HF ROCKSLEEVE

100 % SAFETY

best protection against sharp edges,
ideal for skiing in open terrain and
off-piste

Sabre grip offers maximum comfort
and safety on and off the piste –
your perfect equipment

Jochen MESLE
HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

LUPARA CARBON
ROCKSLEEVE

2

SABRE GRIP

PERFECT HOLD

2-section

The perfect and immediate
bond between hand and
pole.

VARIO

CARBON

SAFETY GRIP
LUPARA
FREERIDE VARIO

GODFATHER
CARBON

CONSIGLIERE
BLUE

CONSIGLIERE
LIME

sizes: adjustable from 110 - 150 cm
features:
★ Sabre grip
★ G’Reptile grip zone
★ 2-section
★ upper part: Ø 16 mm alu 7075-T6
lower part: Ø 14 mm carbon
★ with
.HF Rocksleeve
★ vario winter basket
★ vario tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Sabre grip
★ carbon
★ Ø 16 mm
★ vario winter basket
★ vario tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Sabre grip
★ alu/alloy 5083
★ Ø 19 mm
★ vario winter basket
★ vario tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Sabre grip
★ alu/alloy 5083
★ Ø 19 mm
★ vario winter basket
★ vario tungsten/carbide flex tip

art. # 184 26 10-10

art. # 148 23 10-10

art. # 144 34 05-04

art. # 144 44 03-48

1

Easy to grab or release the
grip which is important if
you fall or in an avalanche.
Patent registered design.

IDEAL PROTECTION
FROM THE EDGES

TITANAL .HF
ROCKSLEEVE
RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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THE 360° GRIP

GET MORE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY

with a new, revolutionary

STRAPSYSTEM

The strap disappears very easily
into the grip and can be pulled out
just as easy. The combination
of the integrated ball mechanism
with the round grip allows for
a perfect hold of the pole in
every situation.

Gram GOTTFRIED

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

360° GRIP
It feels good. Exclusively and
only by KOMPERDELL.

INTEGRATED
BALL MECHANISM
you don’t feel trapped by the pole

SLOPESTYLE
STICK VARIO

VARIO VERSION
for those who want to ski
off-piste sometimes

/// Winner 2012
Product

2

SIZE CH
ART:

WITH
2-section

VARIO
ADJUSTING

1

SYSTEM

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

VARIO
FUNCTION

SLOPESTYLE STICKS
VARIO

SLOPESTYLE STICKS
DISCO

sizes: adjustable from 90 - 125 cm
features:
★ Slopestyle grip metal - 360° grip
with disappearing strap and pivotable
ball mechanism
★ alu/alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 18/16 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 90 - 125 cm
features:
★ Slopestyle rubber grip -360° with
disappearing strap
★ alu/alloy 5083
★ Ø 18 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

art. # 184 34 01-02

art. # 132 34 01-02

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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Chris EBERHERR

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CARBON
extra light and extra break-proof

CARBON PURE
BLACK VARIO

BEST MOMENTUM

2

VARIO

1

2-section

SLIM.
CLASSY.LIGHT.

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

CARBON PURE
BLACK VARIO

CARBON
PURE BLACK

CARBON
PURE WHITE

sizes: adjustable from 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ 2-component Lightning Duplo grip
★ padded strap
★ 2-section
★ upper part: Ø 16 alu 7075-T6
lower part: Ø 14 carbon
★ Power Lock II system
★ race basket vario
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ EVA foam grip
★ system strap
★ carbon
★ Ø 13/9 mm conical
★ race basket
★ flex steel tip

sizes: 110 - 130 cm
features:
★ EVA foam grip compact
★ system strap
★ carbon
★ Ø 13/9 mm conical
★ race basket
★ flex steel tip

art. # 184 33 03-02

art. # 146 23 06-10

art. # 146 23 03-01

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES

© Jessica Haupt

22

Martin HESSE

BEST MOMENTUM

CARBON FEATHERLIGHT

a perfectly balanced tube allows for
your perfect turns on the slope

this tube is extremely light as compared
to aluminium tubes – actually its
48 % lighter

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CARBON
BAMBOO

2

WITH STYLE.

FEATHERLIGHT

LEATHER GRIP
& STRAP

FEATHERLIGHT

2-section

CLASSY.VARIABLE.

VARIO

1

Made of genuine leather,
especially comfortable grip
and elegant design.

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

CARBON
BAMBOO

CARBON
CHROME

STEALTH
CARBON VARIO

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ leather grip
★ leather strap with embossed logo
★ 100 % carbon Featherlight
★ enhanced with Bamboo
★ Ø 16/9 mm
★ race basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ foam grip
★ padded strap
★ 100 % carbon Featherlight
★ chrome optics
★ Ø 16/9 mm
★ race basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: adjustable from 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Expedition grip
★ leather strap with embossed logo
★ 100 % carbon Featherlight
★ 2-section, Ø 18/16 mm
★ with integrated adjusting mechanism
★
.HF Rocksleeve
★ chrome optics
★ race basket vario
★ tungsten/carbide tip

art. # 148 22 15-10

art. # 148 12 06-10

art. # 184 11 02-10

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES

© Michael Werlberger
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Michael WERLBERGER

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

POWDER PRO
VARIO

VARIO

LIGHTNING DUPLO GRIP

For athletes searching for the kick in
every terrain, regardless if on slopes,
in the park or open terrain, with our
vario poles you get always the right
pole length. You should enjoy this
new freedom!

A 2-component grip for optimal
hold and comfort thanks to the
soft rubber surface.

2

SIZE CHART:

POWER LOCK
ADJUSTINGSYSTEM
We have increased the holding force
of the system by 90%. It’s fast and
easy to adjust, even in lowest temteratures and wearing gloves.

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

1

2-section

VARIO

POWDER PRO
VARIO

POWDER PRO
WHITE

POWDER PRO
BLACK

sizes: adjustable from 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ 2-component Lightning Duplo grip
★ system strap
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ 2-section, Ø 18/16 mm
★ Power Lock II system
★ race basket vario
★ steel tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ 2-component Lightning Duplo grip
★ system strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 18 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ 2-component Lightning Duplo grip
★ system strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 18 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

art. # 184 33 04-02

art. # 132 33 08-01

art. # 132 33 08-02

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES

© Michael Werlberger
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VOLUME

FUNNEL

The Schnaps-pole has a volume of 0,2l
(per pole) to help those turns.

With it it’s easy to fill
in the Schnaps.

Michael WERLBERGER

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

ALPINE

SCHNAPSPOLE

RACING

ALPINE
SCHNAPSPOLE

MOUNTAIN PRO
LIME

MOUNTAIN PRO
RED

MOUNTAIN PRO
BLUE

CARV PRO

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ PE-grip with inner tube
★ standard strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 19 mm
★ inner tube for Schnaps
★ filling volume: approx. 0,2 l /pole
inclusive funnel
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Lightning PE grip
★ system strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 18 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Lightning PE grip
★ system strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 18 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Lightning PE grip
★ system strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 18 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ Lightning PE grip
★ system strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 18 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

art. # 144 94 01-02

art. # 132 33 07-48

art. # 132 33 07-03

art. # 132 33 07-3005

art. # 132 11 01-10

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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NEW:

SABRE GRIP
ALSO FOR CHILDREN

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

GODFATHER
JUNIOR

EASY TO GRAB

MORE SAFETY

Its easy to slip into and out of the
grip. The perfect connection between
hand and grip allows for a better hold
and is comfortable. Design: patented.

the new Sabre grip offers higher
safety for your children –if they
fall it opens fast and easily

THE SET FOR TODDLERS
Perfect for those first attempts at skiing.

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

GODFATHER JUNIOR
LIME

GODFATHER JUNIOR
ORANGE

KIDS
SKI-SET

sizes: 70 - 105 cm
features:
★ Sabre grip junior
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 70 - 105 cm
features:
★ Sabre grip junior
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes:

art. # 221 44 03-48

art. # 221 34 03-02

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

70 cm
60 cm
features:
★ ski set for beginners
★ available in 2 lengths

WALKING

Rookie art. # 201-48
Princess art. # 201-14

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

THE NEW VARIO POLE FOR KIDS
Their first pole to grow with them.

POWDER
VARIO

KIDS‘ ALPINE POLES
FUNCTION & COOL DESIGN

2
1

2-section

VARIO

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

POWDER
VARIO

ROWDY
RED

ROWDY
LIME

STARGAZER

sizes: adjustable from 80 - 105 cm
features:
★ junior PU grip
★ junior strap
★ 2-section, alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 16/14 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 70 - 105 cm
features:
★ junior PE grip
★ junior strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 14 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 70 - 105 cm
features:
★ junior PE grip
★ junior strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 14 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

sizes: 70 - 105 cm
features:
★ junior Jet grip
★ junior strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 14 mm
★ race basket
★ steel tip

art. # 164 23 03-04

art. # 211 22 03-01

art. # 211 33 03-48

art. # 211 11 01-10

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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THE

TOUGHEST

POLES FOR RENTALS

2-SEASON

BREAKAGE GUARANTEE
FOR RENTAL CARBON
POLES

THE TIP COLOUR SYSTEM:
A different colour tip for each length:

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

RENTAL
CARBON

70
95
120

75
100
125

80
105
130

85
110
135

90
115

lengths in
centimeters

CARBON

2

Extra light, slim and break-proof,
optimally balanced, no corrosion.
Ideal for highest demands and
millionfold tested & proven.

INDIVIDUAL
LOGO PRINT

ANODIZING

here could be your own logo print:
ideal for dealers or rental bases

GUARANTEE

RENTAL
POWER LOCK

RENTAL
ELOX

RENTAL SOFT
CLEAR THERMO

RENTAL
JUNIOR

XC
RENTAL

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ PU compact grip
★ system strap large
★ carbon
★ Ø 13/9 mm conical
★ rental basket small
★ flex steel tip

sizes:

packed size: 82 cm
max. length: 135 cm
features:
★ PU compact grip
★ system strap large
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 18/16 mm, 2-section
★ Power Lock II
system
★ vario basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ PU compact grip
★ system strap large
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 18 mm
★ rental basket small
★ steel tip

sizes: 110 - 135 cm
features:
★ PU compact grip
★ system strap large
★ thermo coated alu,
alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 19 mm
★ rental basket small
★ steel tip

sizes: 70 - 105 cm
features:
★ junior Jet grip
★ junior strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ rental basket small
★ steel tip

sizes: 120 - 175 cm
features:
★ XC PE classic grip
★ Nordic classic strap
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Ø 16 mm
★ XC-basket
★ steel tip

art. # 184 23 09-10

art. # 134 63 09-10

art. # 144 23 09-10

art. # 221 23 09-10

art. # 524 23 09-10

1

RENTAL
CARBON

art. # 146 23 10-10

RACING

2-section

2-SEASON BREAKAGE

Infiltrates colour into the top
aluminium layer which makes
the poles extremely scratchproof.

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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LIGHTEST
XC-TUBE WE’VE EVER MADE!

THE

© Eisele Hein

WEIGHT PER TUBE :

50 g

EXTREMELY STIFF

Supplier of environment-friendly lacquers.

a special winding of the carbon
makes this pole extra stiff and
break-proof

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

2-COMPONENT
DUPLO GRIP
with soft, non-slip
cork-surface

NORDIC

SUPERLIGHT 74

SIZE CHAR
T:

EXTRA LIGHT

IDEAL

PROFESSIONAL

RACING

PROFESSIONAL

RACING POLE

NORDIC
SUPERLIGHT 74

NATIONALTEAM
CARBON

NORDIC CARBON
TEAM

NORDIC
TEAM

NORDIC
TEAM JUNIOR

sizes:

individual
length adjustment:
140/150/160/170/180 cm
weight: 0.18 oz.per tube/meter
features:
★ injected nordic cork grip
★ nordic race strap
★ 100% carbon
★ Ø 16/9 mm, x-lite, x-stiff
★ XC national team basket
★ tungsten/carbide tip

sizes:

individual
length adjustment:
140/150/160/170/180 cm
weight: 2.4 oz.per tube/meter
features:
★ injected nordic cork grip
★ nordic race strap
★ 100% carbon
★ Ø 16/9 mm, x-lite, x-stiff
★ XC national team basket
★ tungsten/carbide tip

sizes: 120 – 180 cm
weight: 2.9 oz. per tube/meter
features:
★ injected nordic cork grip CLICK-IN
★ nordic race strap CLICK-IN
★ 100% carbon
★ Ø 16/9 mm, tapered
★ XC national team powder basket
★ XC steel tip

sizes: 120 – 170 cm
features:
★ nordic race duplo grip CLICK-IN
★ nordic race strap CLICK-IN
★ alu, alloy 7075
★ Ø 16/9 mm tapered
★ nationalteam powder basket
★ XC steel tip

sizes: 90 - 115 cm
features:
★ nordic race duplo grip CLICK-IN
★ nordic race strap CLICK-IN
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16/9 mm tapered
★ nationalteam powder basket
★ XC- steel tip

art. # 520 43 01-10

art. # 520 33 01-10

art. # 520 23 02-10

art. # 524 23 02-02

art. # 222 23 02-02

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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OFF THE WRIST!

WIN BY THAT CRUCIAL 10TH OF A SECOND

NORDIC RACE STRAP

OPTIMAL COMFORT

ergonomical cut provides better
transmission of power & pole control
for maximum freedom of movement

due to the 5-layer laminate the
nordic race strap offers without
border frictionless running with
or without gloves
in addition the strap is extra
breathable & extremely
hardwearing

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

NORDIC CARBON
TEAM

SIZE CHAR
T:

JUNIOR

VARIO

RACING

VARIO

NORDIC CARBON
TEAM VARIO

NORDIC TEAM
VARIO JUNIOR

NORDIC
ADVENTURE

NORDIC
PRIME

NORDIC
CLASSIC

NORDIC
CLASSIC JUNIOR

sizes: adjustable from 140 to 165 cm
features:
★ injected nordic cork grip CLICK-IN
★ nordic race strap CLICK-IN
★ 100 % carbon/
.HF
★ Ø 14/16 mm
★ Power Lock II mechanism
★ nationalteam powder basket
★ XC steel tip

sizes: adjustable from 100 to 130 cm
features:
★ nordic-race duplo grip CLICK-IN
★ nordic race strap CLICK-IN
★ alu, alloy 7075
★ Ø 14/16 mm
★ Power Lock II mechanism
★ nationalteam powder basket
★ XC steel tip

sizes: 120 – 160 cm
features:
★ nordic foam grip
★ biathlon strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ BC nordic basket
★ XC steel tip

sizes: 120 – 160 cm
features:
★ nordic foam grip
★ nordic classic strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ standard basket
★ XC steel tip

sizes: 120 - 160 cm
features:
★ nordic classic PE grip
★ nordic classic strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ XC standard basket
★ XC steel tip

sizes: 90 - 115 cm
features:
★ nordic classic PE grip
★ nordic classic strap
★ alu, alloy 5083
★ Ø 16 mm
★ XC standard basket
★ XC steel tip

art. # 184 23 04-10

art. # 184 23 05-01

art. # 522 23 06-04

art. # 522 23 05-02

art. # 522 11 01-10

art. # 222 11 20-02

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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EXPEDITION
CONTOUR GRIP
made of EVA foam it’s ideal if you
want to grasp the pole lower. The
grip is 45 % lighter than conventional ones.

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

C7 TITANAL CARBON
THE ORIGINAL

ICESLOPE TIP

POWER LOCK II

A basket/tip construction with a pivotable ball-mechanism which allows for
an optimal adjustment to any terrain.

we have increased our
holding power by 90 %

28°

G’REPTILE
2

2

for an extra firm hold
– especially when it’s wet

SPEED BASKET

THE

ONLY

ORIGINAL

6.9 OZ
BALANCED TUBE

Our lightest
touring pole.

for best momentum,
qualifies also for trail-running

C2 CARBON
POWER LOCK

SPEED TOURING
CARBON

sizes:

packed size: 97 cm
max. length: 140 cm
features:
★ Expedition Contour short grip
★ padded strap
★ 2-section: upper part
.HF, Ø 16 mm
lower part: carbon, Ø 14 mm
★ Power Lock II system
★ ice-slope tip
★ ice-slope tungsten/carbide tip

sizes:

packed size: 110 cm
max. length: 145 cm
features:
★ Expedition foam short grip
★ padded strap
★ 2-section: upper part : 100 % carbon, Ø 14 mm;
lower part: carbon, Ø 12 mm
★ G’Reptile grip zone
★ Power Lock II system
★ ice-slope tip
★ ice-slope tungsten/carbide tip

sizes: 115 – 155 cm
features:
★ Expedition Foam short grip
★ padded strap
★ 100 % carbon, Ø 16/9 mm
★ speedbasket
★ ice-slope tungsten/carbide tip

art. # 184 23 17-10

art. # 175 26 01-10

art. # 520 23 05-10

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

* weight without basket

1

1

C7 TITANAL
CARBON

*

2-section

2-section

with ball-mechanism for
optimally adjusting to any
terrain

ACCESSORIES
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Chris EBERHERR
POWER LOCK II
we increased our
holding-power by 90 %

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CARBON

FREERIDE ASCENT

ICE SLOPE TIP

TITANAL. HF ROCKSLEEVE

a basket/tip construction with a
pivotable ballmechanism allows
for adjusting to any terrain

for a higher resilience
& protection against edges

28°

slim, 2-component Lightning

2-section

FOR FAST

ASCENTS

FOR COOL

2-section

2

2

DUPLO GRIP

DESCENTS

G’REPTILE
for a safe hold when grasping the pole shorter –
especially when it’s wet

1

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

CARBON FREERIDE
DESCENT
1

CARBON FREERIDE
ASCENT
sizes:

packed size: 110 cm
max. length: 150 cm
features:
★ Expedition short grip
★ padded strap
★ G’Reptile grip zone
★ 2 parts: upper section: alu 7075-T6, Ø 16 mm
lower section: carbon, Ø 14 mm
★ Titanal Rocksleeve
★ Power Lock II system
★ ice-slope basket
★ ice-slope tip

sizes:

art. # 184 25 02-04

art. # 184 25 03-04

TREKKING

WALKING

packed size: 110 cm
max. length: 150 cm
features:
★ 2-component lightning grip
★ padded strap
★ G’Reptile grip zone
★ 2 parts: upper section: alu 7075-T6, Ø 16 mm
lower section: carbon, Ø 14 mm
★ Titanal Rocksleeve
★ Power Lock II system
★ ice-slope basket
★ ice-slope tip

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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Hans KAMMERLANDER
PRO TEAM KOMPERDELL

1st descent, Mount Everest,
24th May 1996

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CONTOUR
TITANAL II

TITANAL. HF

3-YEAR WARRANTY

the extra-hard hi-tech alloy,
only by KOMPERDELL

KOMPERDELL offers a 3 year
repair service, free of charge,
for all telescopic poles

2

3
2

MAX. LENGTH

57.7”

57.7”

2-section

MAX. LENGTH

T3 THERMOGRIP FOAM III
POWER LOCK

T2 THERMOGRIP FOAM II
POWER LOCK

sizes:

sizes: packed size: 70 cm
max. length: 150 cm
features:
★ EVA foam grip
★ thermogrip foam
★ system strap wide
★ 3-section: alu 7075-T6, Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ Power Lock II system
★ vario winter basket
★ extralong vario tungsten/carbide
flex tip

sizes: packed size: 86 cm
max. length: 150 cm
features:
★ EVA foam grip
★ thermogrip foam
★ system strap wide
★ 2-section: alu 7075-T6 Ø 18/16 mm
★ Power Lock II system
★ vario winter basket
★ extralong vario tungsten/carbide
flex tip

packed size: 85 cm
max. length: 140 cm
features:
★ Expedition grip XXL
★ padded strap
★ 2 parts:
.HF , Ø 16/14 mm
★ Power Lock II system
★ vario winterbasket
★ extralong vario tungsten/carbide
flex tip

art. # 188 23 01-10

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

art. # 174 23 04-10

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS

1

CONTOUR
TITANAL II

1

1

2

2-section

3-section

EXTRALONG GRIPZONE
heat insulating, made of EVA foam,
45 % less weight than conventional grips,
ideal for grasping the pole shorter

art. # 184 23 18-10

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES

© G. Kast: S. Urbaniak, Island 09
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HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

BC TRAIL

BIATHLON STRAP

XXL-BASKET

redesigned for a better hold
of the pole and optimal
transmission of power

the oversize leather basket
prevents the pole from sinking
into deep powder

2
2-section

POWER LOCK II

1

we increased our holdingpower by 90 %

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

BC
TRAIL

NORDIC
ADVENTURE

sizes:

packed size: 100 cm
max. length: 155 cm
features:
★ alpine foam grip
★ biathlon strap
★ 2-section: alu 7075-T6, Ø 18/16 mm
★ Power Lock II system
★ vario leather basket
★ nordic vario flex steeltip

sizes:

art. # 184 23 19-10

art. # 522 23 06-04

WALKING

PROTECTORS

120 – 160 cm

features:
★ nordic foam grip
★ biathlon strap
★ alu 5083, Ø 16 mm
★ BC nordic basket
★ nordic steeltip

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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SNOWSHOE
MOUNTAINEER

SNOWSHOE
ALPINIST

sizes:

M27 - up to 80 kg (baggage included)
M30 - up to 100 kg (baggage included)
features:
★ extra hard-wearing and snow-repellent
Hypalon decking
★ light anodized aluminium frame
★ the V-shape end of the shoe acts like a fin
rudder in the snow, for optimal traversing
and difficult descents
★ steel crampons made of stainless steel, placed
underneath ball and heel provide perfect hold
★ fast-click binding, stable strap system, suitable
for any shoe size and normal outdoor shoe wear,
extra firm hold

sizes:

A25 - up to 80 kg (baggage included)
A30 - up to 100 kg (baggage included)
features:
★ extra-wearing
and snow-repellent Hypalon decking
★ light anodized aluminium frame
★ the U-shape end of the shoe
optimizes buoyancy
★ steel crampons made of stainless steel, placed
underneath ball and heel provide perfect hold
★ fast-click bindings, stable strap system, suitable
for any shoe size and normal outdoor shoe wear,
extra firm hold

M27 - Art. Nr. 6407-04
M30 - Art. Nr. 6408-04

A25 - Art. Nr. 6415-48
A30 - Art. Nr. 6416-48

Rating: snowshoe Mountaineer
handling: good. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*****
uphill: very good. . . . . . . . . . . .
*****
traversing: good. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*****
walking comfort: very good. . . . . . . . .

*****

this was done by “BERGSTEIGER” magazine
in a market survey on snowshoes

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL
OPTIMAL FOOTHOLD THANKS
TO STEEL CRAMPONS

SNOWSHOE

MOUNTAINEER
EXTRA-LIGHT, ANTISLIP
& EASY TO PUT ON

AVALANCHE
SHOVEL CARBON
sizes:

packed size: 50 cm (without shovel-pan)
max. length: 88 cm
features:
★ extra light, high-density carbon
★ 100 % carbon shaft
★ laminated steel-reinforced
shovel pan
★ 90° vario grip
★ foam grip zone

art. # 448-02

width of shovelblade: 21 cm

AVALANCHE PROBE
CARBON 8-SECTION

AVALANCHE PROBE
8-SECTION

sizes:

packed size: 41 cm
max. length: 280 cm
features:
★ extra light
★ 8 parts, foldable, ready to use
within seconds
★ 7 parts carbon, 1 part aluminium
★ with Push Button
for fast tensioning

sizes:

art. # 175 21 00-10

art. # 174 21 00-10

PUSH BUTTON
for fast tensioning
push the button and pull

packed size: 41 cm
max. length: 280 cm
features:
★ 8 parts, foldable, Ø 11 mm
★ high-density aluminium alloy 7075-T6
★ chrome
★ with push button
for fast tensioning
★ ready to use within seconds

EXTREMELY
LIGHTWEIGHT

can also be used as
hatchet due to vario grip

- only 15.7 oz.
AVALANCHE
SHOVEL ALLOY

AVALANCHE
SHOVEL EXPEDITION

sizes:

sizes:

packed size: 50 cm (wíthout shovel blade)
max. length: 99 cm
features:
★ extra robust, extra large
aluminium shovel pan
★ adjustable aluminium shaft
★ foam grip zone

packed size: 50 cm (wíthout shovel blade)
max. length: 88 cm
features:
★ shovel-pan made of high-density,
temperature-proof Lexan (-40°)
★ adjustable shaft
★ high density aircraft aluminium
★ 90° vario grip
★ foam grip zone

art. # 460-10
art. # 459-29
art. # 459-03
art. # 459-04

width of shovelblade: 25 cm

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

width of shovelblade: 21,5 cm

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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GET MORE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CARBON ULTRALITE
COMPACT

100 % CARBON

INGENIOUSLY FOLDABLE

SUPERLIGHT/SUPERSTIFF
Incredibly light:
starting from

extremely small packed size

169
grams*

COMPACT VERSION:
even lighter – even smaller

with integrated

4

4

WATER TUBE

SPEED PACK

4-section

1

CARBON ULTRALITE
COMPACT

CARBON ULTRALITE
VARIO 4

sizes:

sizes:

packed size: 39 cm
max. length: 125 cm
adjustable from: 105 - 125 cm
169 grams/pole*

weight:
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap for high comfort
★ 100 % carbon superlight/superstiff
★ 4 parts, with new ingenious,
folding mechanism
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ trekking basket
★ carbide tip

1

SO SMALL
that’s our compact
version

art. # 194 23 08-10

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

SPEED PACK

weight:
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap for high comfort
★ 100 % carbon superlight/superstiff
★ 4 parts, with new ingenious,
folding mechanism
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ trekking basket
★ carbide tip

sizes:
S-M-L
weight:
204 grams**
features:
★ superlight trail running pack with
integrated water bladder, 2,0 Liter
★ inclusive drinking hose
★ adapts to the body and
– is worn like a T-shirt
★ extra light functional material
★ room for 2 additional water bottles
★ several integrated pockets for
jacket, snacks etc.
★ incl. device for head set
★ pole holder

art. # 194 23 07-10

art. # 46-02

packed size: 45 cm
max. length: 145 cm
adjustable from: 120 - 145 cm
176 grams/pole*

WALKING

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

*weight without basket **weight size M, without water bladder

2

15.3”

3

packed size: ONLY

2

4-sectio

n

3

fits perfectly to your body,
with pole holder

ACCESSORIES
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MADE

FOR THE BEST!
INGENIOUSLY FOLDABLE

TITANAL .HF ROCKSLEEVE

a new development
– extremely small packed size

additional protection from edges

©Bernd Ritschel

INTERNATIONALLY AWARDED

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CARBON EXPEDITION
VARIO 4

14 x 8.000

RALF DUJM
O

7 SUMMITS

© Kenro Nakajima

10 x 8.000

HIROTAKA TAKEUCHI

14 x 8.000
RACING

FREERIDE

1

TITANAL ROCKSLEEVE
robust edge protection

CARBON EXPEDITION
VARIO 4

CARBON EXPEDITION
SOLID 4

sizes:

sizes:

110 - 135 cm
packed size: 36 cm
weight:
190 grams/pole*
features:
★ Expedition foam griff
★ padded strap for high comfort
★ upper section: 100 % carbon
lower section: Titanal .HF Rocksleeve
★ 4-section, new ingenious folding
-mechanism
★ Trekking Ice basket
★ Trekking Ice tip

packed size : 45 cm
max. length: 145 cm
adjustable from: 120 - 145 cm
210 grams/pole*

weight:
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap for high comfort
★ upper section: 100 % carbon
lower section: Titanal .HF Rocksleeve
★ 4-section, new ingenious folding
-mechanism
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ Trekking Ice basket
★ Trekking Ice tip

1

DAVO KARNIC
AR

VIKI GROSELJ

* weight without basket

2

2

15 x 8.000

100 %
CARBON

4-section

18 x 8.000 VITS

without supplem
ent oxygen

4-section

EDURNE PASABAN

100 %
CARBON

3

GERLINDE
KALTENBRUN
NER

3

4

4

PRO TEAM

MAXUT ZHUM
AYEV

14 x 8.000
ALPINE

art. # 194 23 04-10

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

art. # 194 23 23-10

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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INGENIOUS FOLDINGMECHANISM

GET MORE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CARBON APPROACH
VARIO 4

COMPACT VERSION

3 YEARS WARRANTY

packed size
ONLY

KOMPERDELL
exklusiv von offers
KOMPERDELL
a 3-year
repair–service,
extrem kleines
free of charge,
Packmaß
for all
telescopic poles.

39
cm

3

4
4

EXTRA SMALL

3-section

CARBON APPROACH
VARIO 4

CARBON APPROACH
VARIO 4 COMPACT

CARBON APPROACH
VARIO 3

sizes:

sizes:

sizes:

art. # 194 24 04-10

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

weight:
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap
★ upper section: Titanal .HF
lower section: carbon
★ 4-parts, new ingenious
folding-mechanism
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ Trekking Ice basket
★ Trekking Ice tip

art. # 194 24 08-10

TREKKING

WALKING

packed size: 56 cm
max. length: 140 cm
adjustable from: 110 - 140 cm
228 grams/pole*

weight:
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap
★ upper section: Titanal .HF
lower section: carbon
★ 3-parts, new ingenious
folding-mechanism
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ Trekking Ice basket
★ Trekking Ice tip

* weight without basket

weight:
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap
★ upper section: Titanal .HF
lower section: carbon
★ 4-parts, new ingenious
folding-mechanism
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ Trekking Ice basket
★ Trekking Ice tip

packed size: 39 cm
max. length: 125 cm
adjustable from: 105 - 125 cm
214 grams/pole*

1

packed size: 45 cm
max. length: 145 cm
adjustable from: 120 - 145 cm
242 grams/pole*

1

1

2

2

2

4-section

4-section

3

3

PACKED SIZE

art. # 175 24 24-10

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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HIGHLIGHT

MODELS

C3 CARBON

POWERLOCK & COMPACT
CARBON
AT AN INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE

POWER LOCK II
we have increased our
holding power by 90 %

3

3

EXTRA SMALL

PACKED SIZE

2

2

3-section

3-section

POWER LOCK II
we have increased our
holding power by 90 %

C3 CARBON
POWER LOCK COMPACT

sizes:

sizes:

packed size: 69 cm
max. length: 145 cm
weight:
191 grams/pole*
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap
★ 3-parts:
upper section: carbon, Ø 18 mm
middle section: carbon, Ø 16 mm
lower section: Titanal .HF, Ø 14 mm
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

art. # 175 23 10-10

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

packed size: 54 cm
max. length: 120 cm
weight:
175 grams/pole*
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap
★ 3-parts:
upper section: carbon, Ø 18 mm
middle section: carbon, Ø 16 mm
lower section: Titanal .HF, Ø 14 mm
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

* weight without basket

1

ALEXANDER HUBER
For many years KOMPERDELL has been a competent, ambitious and visionary partner – for me, my first choice.

C3 CARBON
POWER LOCK

1

THOMAS HUBER
“Where ever I am – in the Antarctic, in the wild mountains
of Patagonia or the rugged mountains of the Karakorum –
the poles from KOMPERDELL are a reliable partner, I always
trust them.”

art. # 175 23 11-10

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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Michael GEBERT
X-Alps

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

EXPLORER COMPACT
POWER LOCK

POWER LOCK II

ALU 7075-T6

we have increased our
holding power by 90 %

For many years tested and proven,
its an extremely environment-friendly
way to produce tubes.

3

3

3

3

EXTRA SMALL

PACKED SIZE

PACKED SIZE

RIDGEHIKER CORK
POWER LOCK

RIDGEHIKER CORK
POWER LOCK COMPACT

sizes:

sizes:

sizes:

sizes:

packed size: 65 cm
max. length: 140 cm
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap
★ 3 parts: Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

art. # 174 24 25-10

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

packed size: 54 cm
max. length: 120 cm
features:
★ Expedition foam grip
★ padded strap
★ 3 parts: Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

art. # 174 24 26-10

TOURING

TREKKING

packed size: 65 cm
max. length: 140 cm
features:
★ Expedition cork grip
★ padded strap
★ 3 parts: Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

1

EXPLORER COMPACT
POWER LOCK

1

EXPLORER CONTOUR
POWER LOCK

1

1

2

2

2

2

3-section

3-section

3-section

3-section

EXTRA SMALL

art. # 174 24 20-10

WALKING

PROTECTORS

packed size: 54 cm
max. length: 120 cm
features:
★ Expedition cork grip
★ padded strap
★ 3 parts: Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

art. # 174 24 27-10

GLOVES & MORE

UNDERWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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MILLIONFOLD

PROVEN!
ESSENTIALS

CORKGRIP

indispensable companions
on any mountaineering
- and trekking tour

naturally processed cork material,
extra slender for a comfortable grip

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

HIGHLANDER
CORK

3
3

3

ANTISHOCK
22
3-section

2-section

JUNIOR

2

2

2

3-section

3-section

ABSORPTION
SYSTEM

HIGHLANDER CORK
ANTISHOCK

WILD RAMBLER

PEAK HUNTER
JUNIOR

sizes:

sizes:

sizes:

sizes:

packed size: 63 cm
max. length: 140 cm
features:
★ Expedition PE grip
★ system strap
★ 3-section: Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ vario Trekking basket
★ steel tip

packed size: 71 cm
max. length: 120 cm
features:
★ XS compact grip
★ system strap
★ 2-section: Ø 16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ vario Trekking basket
★ steel tip

1

1

packed size: 70 cm
max. length: 140 cm
features:
★ Expedition cork grip
★ system strap
★ 3-section: Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ Antishock absorption system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

1

packed size: 65 cm
max. length: 140 cm
features:
★ Expedition cork grip
★ system strap
★ 3-section: Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide flex tip

1

HIGHLANDER
CORK

art. # 174 24 23-10

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

art. # 174 24 22-10

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

art. # 174 24 24-10

WALKING

PROTECTORS

art. # 164 24 20-10
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HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

TRAVELLER
CARBON

CAMERA MOUNT SYSTEM

POWER LOCK II

pole can be changed into a tripod:
screw the grip off
and screw the camera on, DONE!

we have improved our
holding power by 90 %

4
4

AIMING FORK
DEVICE
screw the grip off,
screw the aiming fork
on – the ideal aiming
support

WITH

POWER LOCK

CAMERA MOUNT
tion

3

2

4- or 5-sec

4-section

2

WILDERNESS
STAFF

WALKER
POWER LOCK

WALKER
ANTISHOCK LIGHT

sizes:

sizes 4-section: packed size: 47 cm
max. length: 140 cm
adjustable from: 116 – 140 cm
5-section: packed size: 47 cm
max. length: 180 cm
adjustable from: 156 – 180 cm
features:
★ removable full-foam grip
with gun-mount system
★ aiming fork
★ strap band
★ 4- or 5 section foldable
★ upper part:
.HF, lower part: carbon
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ new ingenious folding-mechanism
★ Trekking Ice basket
★ Trekking Ice tip

sizes:

packed size: 63 cm
max. length: 100 cm
features:
★ Walker comfort cork grip
★ strap band
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ 2-section, Ø 16/14 mm
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ steel tip

sizes: packed size: 55 cm
max. length: 100 cm
features:
★ Walker comfort cork grip
★ strap band
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6
★ 3-section, Ø 18/16/14 mm
★ ANTISHOCK LIGHT absorption system
★ vario Trekking basket
★ tungsten/carbide tip

art. # 196 24 03-10 – 4-section
art. # 196 24 04-10 – 5-section

art. # 186 24 20-10

art. # 176 24 20-10

packed size: 49 cm
max. length: 145 cm
adjustable from: 115 – 145 cm
features:
★ detachable Full Foam grip with
Camera-Mount-System
★ strap band
★ 4-section foldable pole
★ upper part:
.HF, lower part: carbon
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ new ingenious folding-mechanism
★ Trekking Ice basket
★ Trekking Ice tip

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

1

1

TRAVELLER
CARBON

art. # 196 24 02-10

RACING

ANTISHOCK
LIGHT ABSORPTION
SYSTEM

3

SYSTEM

TOURING

TREKKING

WALKING

PROTECTORS
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HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CARBON

FEATHERLIGHT

CARBON FEATHERLIGHT

WHY VARIO?

100 % Carbon Featherlight tubes
for best swing dynamics,
perfectly balanced only

fully adjustable telescopic poles
are ideal for children and families,
travelling, as well as Nordic
Walking Trainers, who need poles of
various lengths for their students

123
GRAMS

2

NORDIC WALKING
COMFORT- STRAP
soft and elastic fabric inside – comfortable to
wear, anti-bacterial and
sweat-absorbing

EXTRA
2-section

LIGHT

VARIO

1

push

RACING

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

CARBON VARIO

sizes: 105 -135 cm
weight: 123 grams/pole*
features:
★ Nordic Walking comfort
strap CLICK-IN
★ Nordic foam grip CLICK-IN
★ 100 % carbon Featherlight tube
★ Ø 16 mm, conical
★ Nordic Walking tungsten/carbide tip
with integrated basket and pad

sizes:

art. # 148 23 08-10

art. # 184 24 13-10

TREKKING

NORDIC

WALKING

packed size: 67 cm
max. length: 105 cm
features:
★ Nordic Walking comfort strap CLICK-IN
★ Nordic foam grip CLICK-IN
★ upper part: alu/alloy Ø 14 mm, lower part: carbon Ø 16 mm
★ POWER LOCK II system
★ Nordic Walking tungsten/carbide tip
with integrated basket and pad

* weight without basket

CLICK-IN
STRAP-SYSTEM
simply release the strap
from the grip with one click
only

CARBON FEATHERLIGHT

PROTECTORS

GLOVES & MORE
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STRAP DIRECTION

COMFORT STRAP

adjusted for best
transmission of power

comfortable to wear, anti-bacterial
and sweat-absorbing

CLICK-IN SYSTEM:

push

pull

simply release the strap from
the grip with one click only

push

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

pull
1

2

3

CLICK IN STRAP
SYSTEM

1

2

1st bend: the angle of the
wrist is improved: this
stable position provides
relief and better blood
circulation.

3x
2-section

BENT
3rd bend: tip hits the
ground at the right angle
and cannot slip anymore.

2

ERGO POLE

TRAINER POLE

SPIRIT VARIO

sizes: 105 - 135 cm
features:
★ Nordic Walking comfort
strap CLICK-IN
★ Nordic foam grip CLICK-IN
★ carbon, Ø 16/9 mm
★ Nordic Walking tungsten/carbide tip
with integrated basket and pad

sizes: 105 - 135 cm
features:
★ Nordic Walking comfort
strap CLICK-IN
★ Nordic foam grip CLICK-IN
★ alu/alloy 5086, Ø 16 mm
★ 3-times bent
★ Nordic Walking tungsten/carbide tip
with integrated basket and pad

sizes: 105 - 135 cm
features:
★ Nordic Walking comfort
strap CLICK-IN
★ Nordic foam grip CLICK-IN
★ alu/alloy 5086, Ø 16 mm
★ Nordic Walking tungsten/carbide tip
with integrated basket and pad

sizes:

art. # 138 24 18-10

art. # 138 24 08-10

1

CARBON CLASSIC

3

art. # 148 24 18-10

RACING

VARIO

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

TREKKING

NORDIC

WALKING

PROTECTORS

packed size: 80 cm
max. length: 135 cm
features:
★ Nordic Walking comfort
strap CLICK-IN
★ Nordic foam grip CLICK-IN
★ alu, alloy 7075-T6,
★ 2-parts, Ø 16/14 mm
★ vario mini basket
★ Nordic Walking pad
★ vario flex steel tip

art. # 184 24 08-10
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45%
45%
HE
WE ARE TERS
WINN

4,97 KN

RD
ION AWA
INNOVAT 12
20

/// Nominee 2012
Product

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

BALLISTIC CROSS
BRAND NEW

107
360°

PULL OVER WRAP VEST

THE ULTIMATE
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

it can be worn over or
under your jacket

adapting perfectly to the body,
it fits optimally

A UNIQUE

360°

ALL AROUND PROTECTION

GET MORE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY

BRILLIANT.
For years we have been serial winners of multiple tests. For more than 10 years we
have engaged ourselves in the problems of safety – in motorsports, wintersports and
mountaineering – and the development has reached a very high level. No wonder we
have won so many awards.
Our longterm cooperation with leading brands of the motorbike industry led to a tremendously valuable know-how in the field of safety and protective means. It makes us proud
to be considered the leading authority today when it comes to protectors for, skiers,
snow boarders, motorcyclists and equestrians.

BALLISTIC CROSS
PROTECTOR
sizes: XXS - XXL
features:
★ multilayer CrossIV back-protector, made of adaptive
dual-density foam, CE-approved 1621-2
★ 360° protection
★ light and flexible
★ best safety values
★ for ultimate mobility
★ „slip-on“ vest, perfect fit
★ bullet proof design
★ can also be worn on top of the jacket

TOP VALUE

4,97 KN
RESIDUAL
ENERGY

KOMPERDELL stands for reliability, safety & quality – MADE IN AUSTRIA.

art. # 6154-02
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BREATHABLE

ZIPSER Max
PRO TEAM KOMPERDELL

MULTI-CHAMBER

© Zlu Haller

SYSTEM

OUR SAFEST
PROTECTOR

SERIAL WINNER
OF AWARDS

still safer

we are the pioneers as well
as the winners when protectors
are at stake

TOP VALUE

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

PROTECTOR VEST
CROSS MEN WITH BELT

4,97 KN
RESIDUAL ENERGY

THE
WE ARE ER
WINN S!
D
ON AWAR
INNOVATI2012

GET MORE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY

PROTECTOR VEST WITH BELT
CROSS MEN

PROTECTOR JACKET
CROSS MEN

PROTECTOR CROSS
SHORT MEN

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ multilayer CrossIV back protector
made of adaptive dual-density foam
CE-approved 1621-2
★ side protection of ribs and organs
★ newly developed double-kidney belt
for an even better fit

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ multilayer CrossIV back protector
made of adaptive dual-density foam, CE-approved 1621-2
★ shoulder and elbow protection
★ side protection of ribs and organs
★ newly developed double-kidney belt
for an even better fit

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ multi-layer protector made of dual-density foam
for optimal protection of the coccyx
★ side-protection of
hips and thighs
★ very comfortable
★ our safest protector short

art. # 6147-208

art. # 6146-208

art. # 6151-208
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PERFECT
FIT

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

CROSSIV PROTECTOR SERIAL
WINNER OF BENCHMARK-TESTS

PROTECTOR PACK
CROSS MEN

IMPROVED FIT
we improved the kidney belt in many ways

PROTECTOR
KNEE
sizes: S/L
features:
★ CE-approved

art. # 640-02

PROTECTOR PACK
CROSS

PROTECTOR MONO
CROSS

PROTECTOR SLEEVE SET
CROSS

PROTECTOR
ELBOW

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ multilayer CrossIV back protector
made of adaptive dual-density foam,
CE-approved 1621-2
★ newly developed pack
with excellent fit
★ ergonomically cut kidney belt
★ due to a special button the shoulder strap can be
turned in any order & adopts itself individually to the body
★ new strap system
- shoulder it like a back-pack

sizes: XS - XL
features:
★ multilayer CrossIV back protector made of
adaptive dual-density foam, CE-approved 1621-2
★ protection on the sides
★ X-large armhole and special cut for optimal mobility
★ special cut for perfect fit
★ 2-way front-zip

sizes: XS - XL
features:
★ shoulder and elbow protection
★ optimal to combine with Protector Vest
Cross or Protector Pack Cross

sizes: ONE Size
features:
★ CE-approved

art. # 6148-208

art. # 6149-208

art. # 6150-208
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CAN BE WORN OVER
OR UNDER YOUR JACKET

PULL OVER WRAP VEST
just pull it on and close it fast
and simply sideways

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

BALLISTIC CROSS
WOMEN

SPECIAL
LADIES‘ CUT
as we take into account a girl’s
contours, the BALLISTIC-CROSS
ladies‘ vest fits snuggly and
guarantees best protection

PROTECTOR SHORT
CROSS WOMEN
sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ multi-layer protector made of dual-density foam
for optimal protection of the coccyx
★ extra soft side protection
on hips and thighs
★ very comfortable
★ non-slip rubber at waist and legs

art. # 6153-205

RACING

BALLISTIC VEST CROSS
WOMEN

PROTECTOR VEST
CROSS WOMEN

sizes: XS - XL
features:
★ multilayer CrossIV back-protector, made of adaptive
dual-density foam, CE-approved 1621-2
★ 360° protection
★ light and flexible
★ best safety values
★ for ultimate mobility
★ „slip-on“ vest, perfect fit
★ special breast and waist shaped
★ bullet proof design
★ can also be worn on top of the jacket

sizes: XS - XL
features:
★ multilayer CrossIV back protector
made of adaptive dual-density foam, CE-approved 1621-2
★ ladies’ cut
★ side protection of ribs and organs
★ newly developed and detachable
double-kidney-belt
★ with integrated power-net bra

art. # 6165-02

art. # 6152-205
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EXTREMELY LIGHTWEIGHT

15%
80 %
LIGHTER BUT

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

AIRSHOCK FLEX BALLISTIC
BRAND NEW

MORE PROTECTED ZONE
COMPARISON

PROTECTOR LINING
it adapts
perfectly to the body
4,97
KN
4,97
KN

thanks to the
INGENIOUS HONEY-COMB
CONSTRUCTION

107
107

360°
360°
MIT WORLDCUP
AUSSTATTUNG
360°
360°

★ the Airshock FLEX jacket can be worn under

and over the jacket
★ just pull it over your head and fasten it

45%
45%

sideways using the velcro

4,97 KN
107
360°

LOOKS
BUT STRONG IN DEFENCE!

LIGHTWEIGHT

360°

BALLISTIC AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR VEST
sizes: XS – XXL
features:
★ CE-approved 1621-2, superlight Airshock FLEX
protector insert, optimum fit
★ 360° all around protection
★ extremely light and flexible
★ top protection values
★ ultimate freedom of movement
★ wrap vest with a perfect fit
★ bullet-proof design
★ can also be worn over your jacket

© Zlu Haller

GET MORE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY
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4,97
KN
4,97 KN

15%LIGHTER
15%
107
107
360°
PROTECTED
80
%
360°
80 % 360° ZONE

BUT

MORE

360°

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

AIRSHOCK FLEX
VEST MEN WITH BELT

COMPARISON

PERFECT FIT

EXTREMELY LIGHT

our new Airshock FLEX protector
offers an 80% larger protected zone
than our conventional one

it adjusts 100 % to the body

our lightweight among all
protectors – starting from

80%

MORE PROTECTED ZONE

230
GRAMp

GRAMS *
*protector size XXS

AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR SHORT MEN
sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ comfortable foam material for
an optimal protection of coccyx,
thighs and hips
★ fly-zip
★ very sporty look

art. # 6170-207

AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR VEST MEN WITH BELT

AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR VEST MEN

AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR PACK MEN

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ sleeveless protector vest with
innovative airbag-system
★ extra light Airshock FLEX protector insert,
CE-approved 1621-2
★ ergonomically shaped,
double belt for optimal fit
★ mesh material:
warm, humidity absorbing
and breathable
★ looks very sporty

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ sleeveless protector vest with
innovative airbag-system
★ extra light Airshock FLEX protector insert,
CE-approved 1621-2
★ mesh material:
warm, humidity absorbing
and breathable
★ looks very sporty

sizes: XS - L
features:
★ superlight Airshock FLEX
protector insert, CE-approved 1621-2,
perfect fit
★ ergonomically shaped back
★ new strap concept for optimal fit, shoulder
it like a back-pack
★ kidney belt with velcro for optimal adjusting

art. # 6168-207

art. # 6169-207

art. # 6171-207
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WRAP AROUND TOP
★ extra fast putting on and taking off,

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

AIRSHOCK FLEX
TOP WOMEN

thanks to wrapping-technique
★ fits perfectly within

seconds

1

2

3

OUR LIGHTEST
PROTECTOR
8.11OZ

*

STARTS AT

TOP WITH

WRAP AROUND FUNCTION

AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR TOP WOMEN

AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR SHORT WOMEN

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ sleeveless protector-vest with front-zip
★ extra light Airshock FLEX protector insert,
CE-approved 1621-2, good fit
★ ergonomically shaped,
double belt for optimal fit
★ mesh material: warm,
humidity absorbing
and breathable
★ with integrated power-net bra

sizes: XS - L
features:
★ sleeveless protector vest with wrapping function
★ extra light Airshock FLEX protector insert,
CE-approved 1621-2, good fit
★ mesh material: warm,
humidity absorbing
and breathable

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ comfortable foam for
optimal protection of coccyx,
thighs and hips
★ looks very sporty

art. # 6173-205

art. # 6172-205

art. # 6174-205
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OUR ADDITIONAL

OFFER
FOR RENTALS

PROTECTORS FOR MORE SAFETY

EASY-CARE
& PERFECT FIT

LOGO PRINT

very fast & simple to put on
and take off

an individual logo print
is possible

Our rental line is washable
& easy to care. Just perfect
for rentals!
Wash it at 30°C - and shortly
it’s back in operation!

RENTAL

PROTECTORS
INCREDIBLE COMFORT

SAFE ON THE SLOPES

can be worn over or under your jacket

protectors to rent for adults & kids

siz
for kids’e chart
protecto
rs:
size
unisex
a
ge
116
XS
6 years
128
S
8 years
140
M
10 years
152
L
12 years

BALLISTIC AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR VEST

AIRSHOCK FLEX
PROTECTOR PACK

BALLISTIC PROTECTOR VEST
JUNIOR

PROTECTOR
PACK JUNIOR

sizes: XS – XXL
features:
★ CE-approved 1621-2, extra light Airshock FLEX
protector insert, optimum fit
★ 360° all around protection
★ extremely light and flexible
★ top protection values
★ ultimate freedom of movement
★ wrap vest with a perfect fit
★ bullet-proof design
★ can also be worn over your jacket

sizes: XS - L
features:
★ extra light Aishock FLEX
protector insert, CE-approved 1621-2, perfect fit
★ ergonomically shaped back
★ new strap concept for optimal fit, shoulder
it like a back-pack
★ kidney belt with velcro for optimal adjusting

sizes: 116 - 152
features:
★ multi-layer CrossIV back protector made of
dual-density foam, CE-approved 1621-2
★ 360° all around protection
★ extremely light and flexible
★ top protection values
★ ultimate freedom of movement
★ wrap vest with a perfect fit
★ bullet-proof design
★ can also be worn over your jacket

sizes: 116 - 152
features:
★ multi-layer Cross back protector insert,
perfect fit and CE-approved 1621-2
★ ergonomically shaped back
★ new strap concept for optimal fit,
shoulder it like a back-pack
★ kidney belt with velcro for optimal adjusting

art. # 6167-207

art. # 6171-207

art. # 6175-206

art. # 6176-206
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size ch
kids‘ pro art for
tectors:
size
unisex
age
116
XS
6
years
128
S
8 years
140
M
10 years
152
L
12 years

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

BALLISTIC PROTECTOR
VEST JUNIOR

PERFECT FIT
we developed the pattern especially for children

BEST PROTECTION FOR
YOUR CHILD ON THE SLOPES

BEST POSSIBLE
PROTECTION.
Protect your child in the best possible way. That every child has to wear a helmet
is understood. But back protectors for children are catching up. Kids‘ protectors from
KOMPERDELL not only offer optimal protection, their concept is sophisticated,
practical and comfortable.

360°

SUPER

PROTECTION

LIGHT

BALLISTIC PROTECTOR VEST
JUNIOR

PROTECTOR
PACK JUNIOR

PROTECTOR
SHORT JUNIOR

sizes: 116 - 152
features:
★ multi-layer Cross back protector made of
dual-density foam, CE-approved 1621-2
★ 360° all around protection
★ extremely light and flexible
★ top protection values
★ ultimate freedom of movement
★ wrap vest with a perfect fit
★ bullet-proof design
★ can also be worn over your jacket

sizes: 116 - 152
features:
★ multi-layer Cross back protector insert,
perfect fit and CE-approved 1621-2
★ ergonomically shaped back
★ new strap concept for optimal fit,
shoulder it like a back-pack
★ kidney belt with velcro for optimal adjusting

sizes: 116 - 152
features:
★ comfortable foam material
for optimal protection of
coccyx and hips
★ slip-proof rubber band at waist and legs

art. # 6175-206

art. # 6176-206

art. # 6133-02
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THE MATERIAL

NO STITCHING

Seamless Bonding Gloves are
The materials are joint by hot-welding that
made of highly elastic 3 or 4-layer makes them at 100 % wind- and waterproof.
material; the outside is a top-quality
Seamless Bonding Tape
elastic nylon material. The middle
layer is a membrane making the
glove wind- and waterproof as well
as breathable and the layer next to the
skin makes it comfortable and warm.
gluing of edges

MATERIAL

TECHNOLOGY

MEMBRANE

★ 4- & 3-LAYER MATERIAL
★ Due to the intelligent set-up

★ SEAMLESS

★
★

of the different layers
KOMPERDELL gloves rank among the
WARMEST, MOST BREATHABLE and
ELASTIC GLOVES ON THE MARKET.

BONDING TECHNOLOGY
pressure-or scratching marks on your skin;
ultimate comfort and excellent grip

★ No

Just like nature: the fir-cone principle
The membrane opens up when it’s warm
and becomes breathable, it closes when it’s cold
and stores the heat. KOMPERDELL IS QUALITY
& INNOVATION MADE IN AUSTRIA.

SIZE CHART

RACING

WATERPROOF

100 % COMFORTABLE GRIP

waterproof tapes protect against
water entry - the hands stay dry

the first glove with which people
who like to feel the subject they
are touching, will be able to enjoy
this feeling

FREERIDE

ALPINE

NORDIC XC

circumference of
the hand

US-sizes

size

7.09“

6

XS

7.48“

7

S

7.87“

8

M

8.27“

9

L

8.66“

10

XL

9.06“

11

XXL
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THE

THE

CLASSIC

MOST POPULAR

ALPINE MERINO

FREERIDE LIGHT

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: win- & waterproof
★ breathable 4-layer material concept
★ non slip & abrasion-resistant palm
★ merino-wool mix inside lining for
optimal heat insulation

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: wind- & waterproof
★ breathable 4-layer material concept
★ palm with abrasion-resistant Kevlar-material
★ merino-wool mix inside lining for optimal
heat insulation

art. # 401-02

art. # 447-02

RESISTANT PRO
sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: wind- & waterproof
★ breathable 4-layer material concept
★ back of the hand and palm with abrasion-resistant
Kevlar material
★ merino-woolmix inside lining
for optimal heat insulation
★ pre-shaped cut for an optimal grip
★ extra-long, robust & waterproof RIRI-Aqua zip with
spandex-insert for easy putting on and taking off

art. # 454-02

★

4-WAY STRETCH
extremely elastic

★

ODOUR-NEUTRALIZING
anti-bacterial function

★

WARM & DRY

humidity-regulating and breathable

RACING

XA-10 THERMO

XA-12 TOUR

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: wind- & waterproof
★ 4-layer material concept
★ odour-neutralizing & breathable
★ humidity-absorbing
★ palm with non-slip silicone print
★ comfortably soft XA-10 inside coating

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: wind- & waterproof
★ 3-layer material concept
★ odour-neutralizing & breathable
★ humidity-absorbing
★ palm with non-slip silicone print
★ comfortably soft XA-12 inside coating

art. # 440-02

art. # 420-02
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HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

TOURING
G’REPTILE

EXTREMELY
THIN & WARM

OPTIMAL GRIP

3-layer BC-Flex material,
warm, odour-neutralizing
& humidity-regulating

the combination of G’REPTILE on the
glove and G’REPTILE on the pole
results in a perfect hold

SOFTSHELL GLOVES
purchase-tip
edition January/
February 2012

BC-FLEX
INSIDE- &

TOWELLING

INSIDE- &
OUTSIDE LINING

2

OUTSIDE LINING

G’REPTILE

G’REPTILE

RACING

ICE CLIMBING

TOURING G’REPTILE

TOURING BC-FLEX

TOURING TERRY CLOTH

sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL
features:
★ seamless: 100 % wind- & waterproof
★ extremely comfortable
★ made of 1 mm SCS Titanium Open Cell
material: shake it once - it’s dry
★ incredibly elastic and extra thin:
fits like a second skin
★ extremely warm
★ palm with non slip G’Reptile coating

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: wind- & waterproof
★ 3-layer material concept
★ odour-neutralizing & breathable
★ humidity-absorbing
★ palm with G’Reptile coating
★ comfortably soft brushed BC-Flex inside lining

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: wind- & waterproof
★ 3-layer material concept
★ odour-neutralizing & breathable
★ humidity-absorbing
★ palm with non-slip
silicone print
★ comfortably soft brushed
BC-Flex inside lining
★ extra light & thin material

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ seamless: wind-& waterproof
★ 3-layer material concept
★ breathable and humidityabsorbing
★ palm with non-slip
reinforcement
★ extra warm terry cloth lining
for cold winter tours
★ middle- and ring finger made
of soft-shell material

art. # 406-02

art. # 402-01

art. # 410-02

art. # 411-03
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THE

PROTECTION

AGAINST COLD FOR EXTREME
WEATHER CONDITIONS

1

GLOVE COVER
The Thermo Neoprene Glove Cover provides
optimal heat insulation in extreme cold
temperatures and when it gets warmer
you can fold it back. Variable use.

2

3

100 % WEATHER-PROOF

PROTECTION AGAINST
FROSTBITE

windproof, ideal at temperatures
below zero

the best protection against most
extreme weather conditions

RACING

BC-FLEX FLEECE
BALACLAVA HOOD

FLEECE MASK

NEOPRENE
MASK

ARCTIC
SCARF

sizes: one size fits all
features:
★ BC-Flex with rapid-dry function
★ 4-way stretch - extra elastic
★ ideal to wear under the helmet

sizes: one size fits all
features:
★ fleece material
★ fully adjustable with
velcro fastener

sizes: one size fits all
features:
★ neopren/fleece material
★ fully adjustable with
velcro fastener

sizes: one size fits all
features:
★ spandex/fleece material
★ to be used as scarf, cap, headband ...

Adult: art. # 6210-02
Kids: art. # 6211-02

Adult: art. # 6212-02
Kids: art. # 6213-02

Adult: art. # 6214-02
Kids: art. # 6215-02

art. # 6209-02

THERMO
GLOVES

LEATHER
GLOVES

KNITTED
NOSTALGIC CAP

sizes: S - M - L
features:
★ neoprene mitten to wear over a
5-finger glove

sizes:

sizes: one size fits all
features:
★ 50 % wool, 50 % mix-material

art. # 405-02

art. # 441-02

FREERIDE

ALPINE

S (6,5)
M (7,5)
L (9)
XL (10)
features:
★ material genuine leather
★ extra warm

NORDIC XC

TOURING

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
HEADWEAR

art. # 602-01 white/red
art. # 602-02 black/red
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„The perfect protection from cold: windproof outside
and fluffy inside; it fits snuggly with an extended
back to protect the kidneys.“
Bergsteiger Tipp Top, Magazine 03/2012

TIPP
Top

WARM &
COMFORTABLE
the BAMBOO CHARCOAL material
is comfortable to wear, it’s antibacterial and neutralizises odur

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

FIRST LAYER SHIRT
WOMEN

RAPID-DRY FUNKTION
the fabric absorbs humidity and transports it outside - your skin stays dry

YOU CHOOSE: XA-10 THERMO FLEECE OR BC-FLEX FLEECE
extra warm

extra thin & warm

INCLUSIVE
PACKING

RACING

FREERIDE

FIRST LAYER
SHIRT WOMEN

BODY
WOMEN

FIRST LAYER
PANT WOMEN

MID LAYER
SHIRT WOMEN

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ you wear it next
to the skin
★ Rapid-Dry function
★ keeps your kidneys warm
★ front zip with high-quality
magnet slider

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ Rapid-Dry function
★ hook closure in the crotch

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ Rapid-Dry function
★ high cut protects your kidneys
★ soft rubber waist band

sizes: XXS - XL
features:
★ Rapid-Dry function
★ soft padding on
shoulders, elbows,
collar,wrists
and waistline
★ protects your kidneys
★ front zip with magnetic slider

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

art. # 6088-02

art. # 6089-02

art. # 6090-02

art. # 6091-211

BC-FLEX FLEECE

BC-FLEX FLEECE

BC-FLEX FLEECE

art. # 6097-02

art. # 6098-02

art. # 6099-02

ALPINE

NORDIC XC
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„Perfect fit, soft and fluffy fleece - extremly elastic
and breathable, reasonably windproof - the top is also
a functional T-shirt or „Mono-layer“, it’s non crease
and odour neutralizing, ...“
Test in Bergsteiger Magazine

BEST MATERIALS
★ made

of modern hi-tech fibers
- they are extremly soft

RAPID-DRY FUNCTION
extremely breathable - regulates the
exchange of humidity

★ anti-bacterial due to the Nano Bamboo

Charcoal proportion in the fiber
★ very

comfortable and perfect fit,
thanks to the 4-way stretch of the
fabric

HIGHLIGHT

MODEL

FIRST LAYER SHIRT
MEN

YOU CHOOSE: XA-10 THERMO FLEECE OR BC-FLEX FLEECE
extra warm

INCLUSIVE
PACKING

extra thin & warm

- ideal for presentation
in your store!

FIRST LAYER
SHIRT MEN

FIRST LAYER SHIRT
MEN WITH ZIPPER

FIRST LAYER
PANT MEN

MID LAYER
SHIRT MEN

sizes: XS - XXL
features:

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ Rapid-Dry function
★ soft padding on collar& shoulders
★ keeps your kidneys warm
★ front zip with top quality magnetic slider

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ Rapid-Dry function
★ high-cut waist in the back
★ soft rubber band

sizes: XS - XXL
features:
★ Rapid-Dry function
★ with super-soft padding on
shoulders, elbows and collar

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

★ first layer shirt is worn next to
the skin
★ Rapid-Dry function

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

art. # 6092-06
art. # 6092-02

art. # 6093-06
art. # 6093-02

BC-FLEX FLEECE

FREERIDE

NORDIC XC

TOURING

art. # 6095-02

BC-FLEX FLEECE

art. # 6102-02

ALPINE

XA-10 THERMO FLEECE

art. # 6094-06
art. # 6094-02

BC-FLEX FLEECE (without padding)

art. # 6101-02

RACING

★ high-cut waist in the back
★ front-zip with high-quality
magnetic slider

art. # 6103-02
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PICTURE »SUMMIT MEETING«

art. # 36-09
size: A1 (594 x 841 mm), with signatures and statements from our athletes

BEACHFLAG SMALL

art. # 34-04
size: app. 250 cm
with bars, lined transport bag, base plate
18 x 30 x 0,6 cm for indoor- and floor pin
for outdoor

POLE DISPLAY MADE OF STONE
for 20 pairs of poles with
lighted Logo (without poles)

art. # 38-999

POLE DISPLAY MADE OF MASSIVE WOOD
for 16 pairs of poles (without poles)

art. # 181-25
for 8 pairs of poles (without poles)

art. # 431-25

also available for
8 pairs of poles

SLATWALL »SUMMIT MEETING«

art. # 37-04
size: 100 x 30 cm, made of robust kappa material

SLATWALL »EXPEDITION & APPROACH«

POLE PACKING

art. # 45-999

ø 14 mm: art. # 2211-14
ø 16 mm: art. # 2211-16
ø 18 mm: art. # 2211-18

size: 95 x 40 cm, made of grey see-through acrylic material,
print on one side with original sample pole for presentation
of the approach-and expedition poles on the slatwall, on
request also available with other languages

★

ALL POLE ACCESSORIES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE PRE-PACKED

VARIO SUMMER
BASKET

VARIO MINI
BASKET

VARIO WINTER
BASKET

art. # 356-2-25

art. # 907-2-25

art. # 364-2-25 art. # 912-2-25

VARIO WINTER
BASKET XL

VARIO DEEP
POWDER BASKET

VARIO LEATHER
BASKET

art. # 908-2-25

art. # 911-2-25 art. # 352-2-25 art. # 379-2-25 art. # 351-2-25 art. # 354-2-25 art. # 373-2-25

RACE BASKET

RACE BASKET
XS

WINTER
BASKET

WINTER
BASKET
XL

RENTAL BASKET
ø 6 mm:
ø 8 mm:

art. # 372-2-25

ICE-SLOPE
BASKET

TUNGSTEN
VARIO TIP

TIP PROTECTOR

ALL TERRAIN
TIP PROTECTOR

TIP PROTECTOR

VIBRA STOP
NORDIC WALKING PAD

NORDIC WALKING
PROFI PAD

NORDIC WALKING
PAD

NORDIC WALKING
SPORT PAD

winter basket:

art. # 178-2-25

ø 8 mm:

art. # 191-2-25

art. 65-2-25

ø 8 mm:

art. # 128-2-25

ø 8 mm:

ø 8 mm:

art. # 396-2-25

art. # 192-2-25

art. # 162-02-25

art. # 75-2-25

art. # 68-2-25

winter basket XL:

ø 12 mm:

ø 12 mm:

ø 12 mm:

ø 12 mm:

art. # 190-2-25

art. # 161-02-25

art. # 79-2-25

art. # 67-2-25

art. # 385-02-25
summer basket:

art. # 397-2-25
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KOMPERDELL ADJUSTING MECHANISM

98
TUBE COLLAR
ø 16 mm: art. # 1302
ø 18 mm: art. # 1301

THREADED PART

EXPANDING NUT

THREADED PART
EXPANDING NUT
TITANAL .HF STOP LOCK TITANAL .HF

ø 14 mm: art. # 1209
ø 16 mm: art. # 1207

ø 14 mm: art. # 1210
ø 16 mm: art. # 1208

ø 12 mm: art. # 1270
ø 14 mm: art. # 1272
ø 16 mm: art. # 1274

★

ø 12 mm: art. # 1271
ø 14 mm: art. # 1273
ø 16 mm: art. # 1275

COLLAR WITH
STOP LOCK

APPROACH
FASTENER

DUOLOCK
STOP LOCK

POWER LOCK II

for
.HF poles
ø 14 mm: art. # 1323
ø 16 mm: art. # 1322
ø 18 mm: art. # 1321

ø 16 mm: art. # 1297-10

for carbon poles:
ø 12 mm: art. # 1265
ø 14 mm: art. # 1266

18/16 mm
16/14 mm
16/14 mm
14/12 mm
14/12 mm

NORDIC WALKING & WALKER TIPS

ø 14 mm: art. #1267

NORDIC WALKING
SPORT TIP

NORDIC WALKING
SPORT PAD

PROFI
WALKING PAD

VIBRA STOP
NORDIC WALKING PAD

with tungsten/carbide tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 928

fits to article # 928
ø 12 mm: art. # 128
ø 12 mm without hole: art. # 60

ø 12 mm: art. # 65

ø 8 mm:
ø 12 mm:

★

AIRSHOCK STOP
LOCK

art. # 75
art. # 79

NORDIC LITE
RUBBER PAD

ALL TERRAIN
TIP

TIP PROTECTOR

ø 8 mm: art. # 68
ø 12 mm: art. # 67

ø 8 mm/12 mm:

ø 8 mm: art. # 192
ø 12 mm: art. # 190

art. # 191

NORDIC TIPS & BASKETS

SPEED BASKET

art. # 384
Basket construction with
mobile ball mechanism in
combination with the iceslope tip for optimal adjustment of the basket on
any terrain.

art. # 1277 (for alu)
art. # 1251 (for carbon)
art. # 1255 (for titanal.hf)
art. # 1257 (for carbon)
art. # 1253 (for titanal.hf)

NATIONALTEAM
POWDER BASKET

XC NATIONALTEAM
BASKET

NORDIC RACE
PRO BASKET

NORDIC
RACE BASKET

NORDIC BASKET
STANDARD

with steel tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 369

with steel tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 930
with tungsten/carbide tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 374

mit tungsten/carbide tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 925

with steel tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 905
with tungsten/carbide tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 906

with steel tip:

art. # 361
mit tungsten/carbide tip:

art. # 362

★

FLEX TIPS FOR VARIO BASKET-SYSTEM
Hartmetallspitzen-Lieferant

ICE-SLOPE
TIP

VARIO FLEX
TUNGSTEN/CARBIDE
TIP TELESCOPIC

VARIO FLEX
TUNGSTEN/CARBIDE
PROBE TIP

VARIO FLEX
TUNGSTEN/CARBIDE
TIP ALPINE

VARIO FLEX
STEEL TIP
TELESCOPIC

VARIO FLEX
STEEL TIP
ALPINE

VARIO TOUR ICE
FLEX TIP

XC-VARIO FLEX
TIP

VARIO PLUG

ø 9 mm:

ø 9 mm: art. # 178

ø 9 mm: art. # 180

ø 9 mm: art. # 168

ø 9 mm: art. # 159

with tungsten/carbide:
ø 9 mm: art. # 112

art. # 108

for POWER LOCK:
ø 9 mm: art. # 166

art. # 71-02 black
art. # 71-09 silver

ø 9 mm: art. # 193

art. #145

★

for POWER LOCK:
ø 9 mm: art. # 167

with steel tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 110

FLEX TIPS FOR STANDARD BASKETS

FLEX TUNGSTEN/CARBID
TIP ALPINE

FLEX TUNGSTEN/CARBIDE
TIP TELESCOPIC

FLEX STEEL
TIP TELESCOPIC

FLEX STEEL
TIP ALPINE

ø 9 mm: art. # 160

ø 9 mm: art. # 164

ø 9 mm: art. # 97

ø 9 mm: art. # 96

RACING
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NORDIC XC
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XC-FLEX TIP
with steel tip:
ø 9 mm: art. # 111
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BASKET-FIXING
PLUG

TUBE COLLAR

ALU PLUG

art. # 101

art. # 100

art. # 106
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EXCHANGEABLE BASKETS FOR VARIO BASKET-SYSTEM

VARIO
SUMMER
BASKET

VARIO
MINI
BASKET

VARIO
WINTER
BASKET

VARIO
WINTER BASKET
XL

VARIO
LEATHER
BASKET

VARIO
POWDER SNOW
BASKET

VARIO
ASYMMETRIC
BASKET

XC
ASYMMETRIC
BASKET PRO

NORDIC/BC
TOURING BASKET

Ø 6 cm:

Ø 5 cm:

Ø 8,5 cm:

Ø 10 cm:

Ø 13,5 cm:

Ø 13,5 cm:

Ø 9 cm:

Ø 12 cm:

with tungsten/carbide tip:

art. # 356

art. # 907

art. # 364

art. # 912

art. # 911

art. # 908

art. # 357

art. # 927

art. # 363
with steel tip:

art. # 375
winter XL
Ø 10 cm

★

BASKETS FOR STANDARD-TIPS & STANDARD PLUGS
summer
Ø 6 cm

winter
Ø 8,5 cm

RACE BASKET

RACE BASKET
XS

WINTER BASKET

WINTER BASKET
XL

LEATHER TELEMARK
BASKET

ICE-SLOPE
TIP BASKET

Ø 6 cm:

Ø 5 cm:

art. # 352

art. # 379

Ø 8,5 cm:

Ø 10 cm:

Ø 13 cm:

art. # 351

art. # 354

art. # 368

art. # 396 winter basket
art. # 385 winter basket XL
art. # 397 summer basket

28°

Basket construction with mobile
ball mechanism in combination
with the ice-slope tip for optimal
adjustment of the basket on any
terrain.

RENTAL
BASKET

DOWNHILL
BASKET

Ø 8 cm: art. # 372
Ø 6 cm: art. # 373

art. # 383

★

KOMPERDELL STRAPS

ALPINE RACE
STRAP

PADDED-STRAP

SYSTEM STRAP

art. # 304

art. # 342

art. # 307

SYSTEM STRAP
XL

LEATHER
STRAP

art. # 308

logo embossed:

★

art. # 313

STANDARD
STRAP

JUNIOR
STRAP

art. # 301

art. # 303

KOMPERDELL NORDIC & NORDIC WALKING STRAPS
A C C E S S O R I E S

NORDIC RACE
STRAP

NORDIC RACE
CLICK-IN STRAP

NORDIC WALKING
CLICK-IN STRAP

BIATHLON
STRAP

NORDIC PADDED
STRAP

NORDIC CLASSIC
STRAP

art. # 318

art. # 332

art. # 346

art. # 300

art. # 310

art. # 331
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ALPINE, TOURING & TREKKING GRIPS

102

LEATHER GRIP
CLASSIC

B2
DUPLO GRIP

KOMPERDELL
DUPLO GRIP

RACE
GRIP DUPLO

LIGHTNING GRIP
DUPLO

LIGHTNING GRIP
PE

ø 13: art. # 833-02
ø 16: art. # 854-02

ø 16: art. # 872
ø 18: art. # 822
ø 19: art. # 887

ø 18: art. # 237

ø 16: art. # 549
ø 18: art. # 550

ø 18: art. # 8040
ø 16: art. # 8038

ø 18: art. # 8039

DUPLO GRIP
WITHOUT PRINT

STRUCTUREGRIP PU
STANDARD

TOURING
GRIP PE

ø 18: art. # 820

in cork:
ø 18: art. # 265-255

in PE:
ø 18: art. # 835

ø 18: art. # 240

ø 18: art. # 272

RACE GRIP
RUBBER LIME
ø 16: art. # 264-48
ø 18: art. # 818-48
ø 19: art. # 233-48

PG4 PU
SOFT GRIP

COMPACT GRIP
SYSTEM PU

COMPACT GRIP
STANDARD PE

LADY
COMPACT GRIP

JUNIOR
GRIP

JUNIOR
JET GRIP

WALKER COMFORT
WALKING GRIP CORK

ø 16: art. # 271
ø 18: art. # 274

ø 13: art# 214
ø 18: art# 239
ø 19: art# 256

ø 18: art. # 728

in PE:
ø 16: art. # 864

in PE:
ø 16: art. # 746
ø 14: art. # 206

ø 13: art. # 220
ø 14: art. # 234
ø 16: art. # 236

in cork:
ø 16: art. # 773–255

in cork:
ø 18: art# 239–255

with Komperdell:
ø 18: art. # 758

in rubber:
ø 16: art. # 291
ø 18: art. # 295
ø 19: art. # 292

in PE:
ø 13: art. # 211
ø 18: art. # 241

in cork:
ø 18: art. # 728–255

in PU:
ø 16: art. # 874
in cork:
ø 16: art. # 561
ø 18: art. # 598

in PU:
ø 16: art. # 734

ø 18: art. # 764–255
in PE:
ø 16: art. # 773–02
ø 18: art. # 763–02

★

ALPINE, TOURING & TREKKING GRIPS

SABRE
GRIP

SLOPESTYLE 360°
DUPLO GRIP

SLOPESTYLE 360°
RUBBER GRIP

EXPEDITION GRIP
FOAM

EXPEDITION GRIP
CORK

EXPEDITION GRIP
PE

ø 16: art. # 548
ø 19: art. # 547
ø 16 Kids: art. #8042

art. # 8005

art. # 8034

ø 18 middle: art. # 8024-02
ø 18 short: art. # 8010-02

ø 18: art. # 8017-255

ø 18:

★

art. # 8017-02

FOAM ALPINE
GRIP
ø 13:
ø 14:
ø 16:
ø 18:

art. # 847
art. # 787
art. # 810
art. # 784

FOAM ALPINE
GRIP WOMEN
ø 13:
ø 16:

art. # 853
art. # 832

NORDIC & NORDIC WALKING GRIPS

XC FOAM
CLICK-IN GRIP

XC NATURE CORK
CLICK-IN

XC DUPLO
CLICK-IN GRIP

NORDIC INJECTED
CLICK-IN GRIP

XC FOAM
GRIP

XC
DUPLO GRIP

NORDIC INJECTED
GRIP

XC CLASSIC
GRIP

XC STRUCTURE
GRIP

ø 14: art # 800
ø 16: art # 805

ø 14: art # 897-255
ø 16: art # 737-255

ø 14: art # 898
ø 16: art # 895

ø 16: art # 895-215

without Click-In:
ø 13: art. # 725
ø 14: art. # 766
ø 16: art. # 721

without Click-In:
ø 13: art. # 212
ø 16: art. # 213

without Click-In:
ø 16: art # 213-215

ø 16: art. # 8004-02

in cork:
ø 16: art. # 831-255

in cork:
ø 16: art. # 8004-255

in PE:
ø 16: art. # 831-02
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For more information, technical details, action- & product videos please visit our website.
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